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POP EU: Popular Eugenics in Television & Film 
An Examination of Eugenic Themes in Some of America’s Favorite Programs & Compan-

ion Guide to The Acumen Group Pop-Eu Lecture Series  

 
Screening Notes Introduction  

 While completing my dissertation, In Search of Purity, examining the African Amer-

ican presence in the American Eugenics movement, I wrestled with the uneasy feeling 

that despite the historical insight my research encompassed, the varied tentacles of eu-

genics had yet been catalogued.  Eugenics, an agrarian-based and subjective pseudo

-science held that better humans could be bred through selective mating of the fit, and 

reproductive sterilization of the unfit.  Determining who, among the millions of American-

born citizens and immigrants counted as fit or unfit required establishing a normative 

range, and classifying the population through physical measurements, aptitude tests, 

and visual examinations.    
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While the protection of whiteness – the genes, culture, and national standards of 

white, Anglo-Saxon Protestants – against what Lothrop Stoddard called the “rising tide of 

color” sought to manage and control the sexual and social mobility of its best, it also fas-

tened beliefs about eugenic fitness to civility, patriotism, wellness, intellect, beauty, and 

power.  Its counterweight made blackness (skin color, physical features, behaviors, and 

mores, believed to be decidedly negro or African in origin), a genetic inferiority, a social 

pathology, and a sexual contaminant.  Because of this approach, many well-meaning 

lawmakers, scholars, and pop culturists advanced racist, stereotypical or ill-informed theo-

ries within reform efforts.   

I often section the American Eugenics movement into three categories of analysis 

though there is some intersectionality involved -- Scientific (health, medicine, and re-

search), Social (education, law, law enforcement, housing, finance, and religion), and 

Popular Culture (public performance, amusements, music, film, books, radio, television, 

and advertising).  The primary intent of eugenics is ensuring the stability of fit genes from 

corruption, so each group worked to that end.  Scientists, doctors, and health boards set 

determinants of fit stock and established protocol for testing individuals and families.   This 

included intelligence quotients, Binet tests, phrenology (brain measurements), and meas-

urements of various parts of the body to establish a national norm.   

Socially, the data of the scientific and medical communities found buoyancy by laws 

and guidelines in areas like housing and education and included legislation like the Race 

Integrity Act (1924), which made intermarriage a felony and legally defined white as “a 

person who has no trace whatsoever of any blood other than Caucasian."   Unlike the 

hard science and social platforms of eugenics, its reach into popular culture used mass 

media to dramatize and make trendy the messages of race fitness (commonly called  
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race hygiene).  Early examples of popular eugenic performances include baby and 

beauty contests, including the Miss America pageant, and blackface routines.  

Unlike the fronts of yesteryear, the soil of eugenics now thrives most virulently through 

popular television, film, music, advertising, and social media.   

 I’d already found that instead of being a top-down or bottom-up theory, eugenics 

functioned like a sprinkler, being taught and embraced by almost every class, race, gen-

der, and manner of American.  Eugenics was found in working-class vaudeville and middle

-class minstrel acts, intellectual theater performances, and the elite productions of private 

clubs.  It was taught at Ivy League colleges, state fairs across the Midwest, home econom-

ics classes at rural Black high schools, and preached from the pulpits of almost every Amer-

ican house of worship.  In fact, eugenic themes and streams of thought have permeated 

American households, not as extreme theories about Others, but as family beliefs, wives’ 

tales, race etiquette (or race hygiene) and codes of conduct.    

Supporting for those ideas comes in large part from modern television series and films, 

and streams through most programming viewed in U.S. households.  From the classic televi-

sion series Dallas (1978), which pitted the wealthy Ewing family against the morally-
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upstanding, but poor Barnes family, to the film The Graduate, scripting alcoholism and se-

duction as tools of destruction wielded by Mrs. Robinson in her desire for young Benjamin 

Braddock – eugenics shows itself.   Eugenic themes appear, as well, in African American 

programming from Sidney Poitier’s celebrated In the Heat of the Night, which played out 

themes of Southern taint, feeblemindedness, and a belief in Black inferiority, to Norman 

Jewison’s 1984 film A Soldier’s Story, which took on colorism and tropes of masculinity 

against theories of defectiveness.   

 

The cast of the tv series Dallas, pitted the fit against the unfit through the Ewing-Barnes feud. / Courtesy photo 

 

 

Perhaps more insidious was my realization that eugenic theories of inferiority fastened 

racism and stereotypes to the television and films series I’d enjoyed my entire life.  Most 

went largely unnoticed, like the birth of early cop dramas, which made street informants, 

thugs and prostitutes of Black bodies.  Aside from a few well-placed “Jive turkey” com-

ments, a dip here and a swagger there, Black and brown bodies filled the screen as part 
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of the natural landscape of dysgenic, degenerate neighborhoods being policed by au-

thorities.  By the time Chevy Chase and his family drove off the beaten path into an impov-

erished neighborhood of St. Louis in National Lampoon’s Vacation (1983), audiences of all 

races and nationalities understood his family was in danger of being robbed, killed, or 

hucksters to death.   

Few programs, even in 2021, successfully sidestep eugenic stereotyping.  This fluidity of 

eugenic messages present white over black, as well as fit over unfit, citizen over immigrant, 

heterosexual over homosexual, and wealthy over working-class.  As such, the average 

viewer examines media in the same way they experience life -- with a touch of unchecked 

bias.  My desire has been to introduce eugenics and its platforms to everyday Americans to 

help them disengage from the biases supported by its disproven logic.  As a course, The 

Acumen Group lectures and film series, have screened and discussed the eugenic themes 

in more than 100 films since 2015.   

Ultimately, Pop Eu: Popular Eugenics in Television and Film serves as a companion 

book to the Acumen Group film series by offering assessments of a handful of our favorite 

films.  In the next few pages is part of the platform I designed, along with screening mem-

bers of Acumen’s Pop-Eu series to assist television / film viewers in analyzing what they 

watch, when they watch. It is an organic platform and template that has changed (and 

will continue to do so) as new media, analysis, and interpretations arise.   
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So much of what we intake through popular culture is bracketed by social, medi-

cal, and religious beliefs – based on eugenics, that we miss just how much information is 

latent with bias.  A belief, for instance in Black male extinction, for decades (1990s) 

brought about a proliferation of films depicting Black youth as pathological (criminal, vi-

olent, predatory, and dangerous).  This included many, like Boys in the Hood, Menace II 

Society, Straight Out of Brooklyn, and Juice, that were celebrated within various commu-

nities for their grit and authenticity.  These films did, however, reinforce long-held beliefs 

based on scientific theory that all Black youth represented what Hillary Clinton would lat-

er name “Super Predators” with no family ties, no value systems (religion), sexual immo-

rality characterized by early sexual activity, out-wedlock births, sexual violence, father-
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less households, disease, and poverty.  This is a single example, but using just the character-

istics listed above, how many instances do they appear in the  

1990s ‘hood films?   

This Pop-Eu Guide is designed to make you think about the images and representations you 

ingest as you view programming.  In fact, the term program speaks to how our brains pro-

cess information and influences how we view the world around us.  Like food, television 

should be absorbed – noting its nuances: how it appears, how our senses react to it, and 

how it nourishes or depletes our bodies.  The questions provided are a template for your 

viewing and will raise additional questions, and perhaps concerns about how characters 

are presented and what those representations mean to you.  These questions are only a 

portion of those used for the Pop-Eu short courses, conducted by Dr. Shantella Sherman; 

however, they will provide a concrete methodology for deciphering the media’s use of eu-

genics, racial stereotypes, and social and sexual Otherness in television and film.   The 

Guide can be used with any programming – visual, written or audio – and we have includ-

ed a list of a few of the more than 200 films The Acumen Group has screened for the Pop-

Eu series since 2017.  Use it well. 

 

Happy Viewing, 

Dr. Shantella 
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Suggested Films: 

Classics   Modern  Recent 

Claudine    Lackawanna Blues   The Black Panther 

A Piece of the Action   Django Unchained  Get Out 

Let’s Do It Again   Shadowboxer   The Banker 

Mahogany    The Color Purple  Self-Made: CJ Walker Story 

The Graduate    Small Island   Lionheart 

In the Heat of the Night  Trading Places   Juanita 

To Sir, With Love   Queen of Katwe  If Beale Street Could Talk  

The Liberation of L.B. Jones  The Old Settler   Attack the Block 

      

Television Series Documentaries British Telly  

Boardwalk Empire   Unforgivable Blackness  Luther 

Shadow    Decade of Fire   Scott & Bailey  

Queen Sono    Central Park 5    Wentworth 

Fargo (Season 2)   The Rape of Recy Taylor  Top Boy 

Doctor Who (Season 3)  Three Identical Strangers  Line of Duty (Season 1) 
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The Family   
Are families intact and healthy (Are the parents / grandparents married)?  

Is there intimacy (not sex) between the couple? 

Are there arguments and confusion between the couple? Do they work to fix them?  

If so, how?  

Do the parents interact lovingly with their children? 

Are there jokes centered around abuse of the kids (whippings, lock in basement)? 

Do the children witness healthy interaction between parents? 
 

 

Women 
Do women follow roles of wife, mother? 

Are the women presented as feminine, gentle, caring, loving? 

Are the women presented as aggressive, angry, long-suffering, or brutish? 

Do the women appear defeminized (lots of cursing, carousing, or masculine  

posturing)? 

How do the women interact with other women? 

How do the women interact with men (in general)? 

How do the women interact with children and elders? 

How do the women navigate the world around them? 
 

Black Men 
Do men follow roles of husbands, father, brother, son, boyfriend? 

Are the men presented as masculine, gentle, caring, loving? 

Are the men presented as aggressive, angry, little boys, bufoonish or brutish? 

Do the men appear feminized (lots of arguing, eye-rolling, or feminine posturing)? 

How do the men interact with other men? 

How do the men interact with women (in general)? 

How do the men interact with children and elders? 

How do the men navigate the world around them? 
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Youth (0-18) 
 

 

Do the young people presented as capable members of society or problems? 

Are the young people scripted as burdens to their parents? 

How do the young people interact with their households? 

How do the young people interact with their schoolmates and neighbors? 

Are the young people presented as baby predators (immoral, violent, aggressive, 

involved in criminal activity, no respect for rules, imbibers – drugs, alcohol)? 

Are the young people presented as patriotic, heroic, or good citizens? 

Does their sexuality appear to be exploited by the television series or film? 

Are the characters likeable? 

 

Gender / Sexual Orientation  
 

 

Does gender identity or sexual orientation become the basis of the character’s per-

sonality? 

Is the character likeable? 

Does the character demonstrate human frailty? 

Is the character multi-dimensional or stereotypical? 

Does the sexuality and gender identity feel forced within the script? 

Is the character presented as patriotic, heroic, or a good citizen? 

Does their sexuality appear to be exploited by the television series or film? 

Were there social or political messages undergirding the depiction? 

 

 

Class   

 

 How did class (socioeconomics) frame the story? 

Was poverty or wealth framed as a character within the script (decadence or lack 

depicted with or without characters, narration, or explanation)? 

Is wealth or poverty used to explain the behaviors of the characters? 

Does wealth equate to education, innocence, purity or goodness? 

Does poverty equate to criminality, backwardness, illiteracy and evil? 

How is poverty scripted (housing, clothing, food, weight, locale)? 

How is wealth scripted (housing, clothing, food, weight, locale)? 

How is language used to depict wealth or poverty? 

Are working-class (blue, white, no collar) workers depicted as patriotic, heroic, or 

great citizens? 

Do those with more education appear to have more aptitude, be more sinister, or 

criminal minded? 

Do you witness Southern taint in the screening (those from the geographical Ameri-

can South are presented as backward, illiterate, immoral, unhealthy, and a 

threat to American ideals? 

How are immigrants or non-white projected within the storyline?  Does the scripting 

follow social and eugenics stereotype? 
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Beauty 
 How is beauty expressed or documented?  

Do the characters deemed beautiful (or handsome) navigate the program with rel-

ative ease? 

How is Otherness projected against beauty? 

Are there representative body types in the show? 

Are those outside the Hollywood normative (under 150 lbs. muscular, not very curvy, 

and above 5ft. 7in) presented as Outsiders.  (Think Jurassic Park’s Dennis Nedry 

who stole reptile DNA at the beginning).  

Are the characters outside of the Hollywood normative portrayed having authority 

or power over others? 

Are these characters depicted as sexually attractive or desirable? 

 Does skin color or hair texture factor into how characters are portrayed or scripted? 

Are the Black and brown characters likeable? 

Are the Black and brown characters at odds with each other within the show? 

Are the Black and brown characters used as more than set design? 

Do the Black and brown characters have authority over the white characters?  If so, 

does it feel forced? 
 


